"Then he drew forth the silver key, and made motions and intonations whose source he could only dimly remember. Was anything forgotten? He knew only that he wished to cross the barrier to the untrammeled land of his dreams and the gulfs where all dimensions dissolved in the absolute."

 THROUGH THE GATE OF THE SILVER KEY
 by H.P. Lovecraft

Apocalypse is the Greek word for Revelation, and the purpose of this ritual is to reveal to the student every aspect of the psyche from the innermost to the outer, and transform the student into a vehicle for the Light. Upon completing this ritual in its entirety, the student is an Ipsissimus who’s work on themselves is completed. The term for this is Transcendence. This is the highest point that a soul can evolve to while still incarnate in a physical body. It is complete identification with that part of the consciousness that survives what we call death.

It is advised that the student have been practicing the LBRP (revised version), Ritual of the Middle Pillar, and Circulation of the Body of Light for at least a week or so before undertaking this ritual. The amount of time spent with the rituals is not crucial, but the student must be proficient in them and have memorized them before performing this one. The ritualist should also be proficient at Meditation.

If you have physical ailments that you have previously ignored, they may be agitated after the calling of the Governors of ZAX (The Abyss). The ritualist should do what he/she can to deal with the problems but not stop the ritual. The negative effects will end when the ritual is completed.

The result is a complete understanding of the psyche and the individual’s place in the world. The ritualist may also notice synchronicities occur in their life during the ritual and well after. **It is very important to perform this ritual exactly as written unless otherwise directed.** This working is not to be undertaken lightly. Once it is completed, the ritualist will have reached the state known as Transcendence. This is possible without the aid of any order, individual, or other outside agency.

**1st Day:**
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East-North-East
3. Invoke the 18th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**2nd Day**
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East.
3. Invoke the 17th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**3rd Day**
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East-South-East
3. Invoke the 16th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

4th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face North-North-East
3. Invoke the 15th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

5th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face North-North-West
3. Invoke the 14th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

6th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face North
3. Invoke the 13th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

7th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 12th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

8th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West-North-West
3. Invoke the 11th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

9th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West-South-West
3. Invoke the 10th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

10th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South-South-East
3. Invoke the 9th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

11th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 8th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

12th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South-South-West
3. Invoke the 7th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

13th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 6th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

14th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face North
3. Invoke the 5th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

15th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 4th Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

16th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 3rd Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

17th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face North-West
3. Invoke the 2nd Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.
18th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South-East
3. Invoke the 1st Enochian Key
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

19th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TEX (Teh.ah.tz) Zelator
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

20th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr RII (R.ee.ee)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

21st Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr BAG (B.ah.geh) Theroicus
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

22nd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZAA (Zod.ah.ah)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

23rd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DES (Deh.ess) Practicus
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

24th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr VTI (Veh.tee)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

25th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr NIA (Nee.ah) Philosophus
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

26th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TOR (Toh.reh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

27th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LIN (Lee.ehn)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

28th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ASP (Ah.ehs.peh) Adeptus Minor
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

29th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr KHR (Keh.reh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

30th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr POP (Poh.peh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions,
feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

31st Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZEN (Zod.eh.ehn) Adeptus Major
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

32nd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TAN (Tah.neh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

33rd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LEA (Leh.ah)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

34th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr OXO (Oh.tz.oh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

35th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr VTA (Veh.tah)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

36th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LOA (Loh.ah) Adeptus Exemptus
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

37th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZIM (Zod.ee.ehm)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

38th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr IKH (Ee.keh.heh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

39th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZAX (Zod.ah.tz)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

40th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZIP (Zod.ee.peh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

41st Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZID (Zod.ee.deh) **Magister Templi**
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

42nd Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr DEO (Deh.oh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.
43rd Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr **MAZ** (Mah.zod)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

44th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr **LIT** (Lee.teh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

45th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr **PAZ** (Pah.zod)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

46th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram** **Magus**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr **ZOM** (Zod.oh.ehm)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

47th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr **ARN** (Ah.reh.neh)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

48th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram** **Ipsissimus**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr **LIL** (Lee.ehl)
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

49th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DIAC (Dee.ahk) Soma
4. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
5. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

50th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DIAC (Dee.ahk)
4. Invoke the Governor DIACMAR (Dee.ahk.mah.r) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

51st Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LIL (L.ee.ehl)
4. Invoke the Governor OCCODON (Occ.oh.doh.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

52nd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LIL (L.ee.ehl)
4. Invoke the Governor PASCOMB (Pah.s.coh.ehm.beh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

53rd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LIL (L.ee.ehl)
4. Invoke the Governor VALGARES (Vah.l.gah.r.e.ss) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

54th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ARN (Ah.reh.neh)
4. Invoke the Governor DOAGNIS (Doh.agg.niss) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

55th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ARN (Ah.reh.neh)
4. Invoke the Governor **PACASNA** (Pah.kah.sehn.ah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**56th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ARN (Ah.reh.neh)
4. Invoke the Governor **DIALIOA** (D.ee.ah.l.ee.oh.ah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**57th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZOM (Zod.oh.ehm)
4. Invoke the Governor **SAMAPHA** (Sah.mah.peh.hah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**58th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZOM (Zod.oh.ehm)
4. Invoke the Governor **VIROOLI** (Vee.r.oh.oh.l.ee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**59th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZOM (Zod.oh.ehm)
4. Invoke the Governor **ANDISPI** (Ann.d.ee.s.pee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**60th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr PAZ (P.ah.zod)
4. Invite the Governor **THOTANP** (Teh.hoh.tah.chn.peh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

61st Day
1. Perform the [Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram](#)
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr PAZ (P.ah.zod)
4. Invoke the Governor AXZIARG (Ah.tz.zod.ee.ah.r.geh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

62nd Day
1. Perform the [Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram](#)
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr PAZ (P.ah.zod)
4. Invoke the Governor POTHNIR (Poh.teh.heh.ehn.ee.r) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

63rd Day
1. Perform the [Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram](#)
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LIT (L.ee.tah)
4. Invoke the Governor LAZDIXI (Lah.zod.dee.tz.ee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

64th Day
1. Perform the [Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram](#)
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LIT (L.ee.tah)
4. Invoke the Governor NOCAMAL (Noh.kah.mah.ehl) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

65th Day
1. Perform the [Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram](#)
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr LIT (L.ee.tah)
4. Invoke the Governor TIARPAZ (Tee.ah.r.pah.zod) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

66th Day
1. Perform the [Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram](#)
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr MAZ (Mah.zod)
4. Invoke the Governor SAXTOMP (Sah.tz.toh.ehm.peh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

67th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr MAZ (Mah.zod)
4. Invoke the Governor VAVAAMP (Vah.vah.ah.ehm.peh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

68th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr MAZ (Mah.zod)
4. Invoke the Governor ZIRZIRD (Zod.ee.reh.zod.ee.reh.d) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

69th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DEO (Deh.oh)
4. Invoke the Governor OPMACAS (Oh.peh.mah.kah.s) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

70th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DEO (Deh.oh)
4. Invoke the Governor GENADOL (Geh.nah.doh.ehl) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

71st Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DEO (Deh.oh)
4. Invoke the Governor ASPIAON (Ah.s.pee.ah.oh.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.
72nd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZID (Zod.ee.deh)
4. Invoke the Governor ZAMFRES (Zod.ah.ehm.fr.ess) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

73rd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZID (Zod.ee.deh)
4. Invoke the Governor TODNAON (Toh.deh.nah.oh.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

74th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZID (Zod.ee.deh)
4. Invoke the Governor PRISTAC (Pree.stah.k) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

75th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZIP (Zod.ee.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor ODDIORG (Oh.deh.dee.oh.aehr.geh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

76th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZIP (Zod.ee.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor CRALPIR (Krah.ehl.pee.aehr) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

77th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZIP (Zod.ee.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor **DOANZIN** (Doh.ah.n.zod.e.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

78th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZAX (Zod.ah.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **LEXARPH** (Ehl.eh.tz.ah.r.peh.heh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

79th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZAX (Zod.ah.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **COMANAN** (Koh.mah.nah.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

80th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face East
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZAX (Zod.ah.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **TABITOM** (Tah.bee.toh.ehm) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

81st Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ICH (Ee.keh.heh)
4. Invoke the Governor **MOLPAND** (Moh.ehl.pah.ehn.deh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

82nd Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ICH (Ee.keh.heh)
4. Invoke the Governor **USNARDA** (Oo.seh.n.ah.r.dah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.
83rd Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ICH (Ee.keh.heh)
4. Invoke the Governor **PONODOL** (Poh.noh.doh.ehl) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

84th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LOE (L.oh.eh)
4. Invoke the Governor **TADAMAL** (Tah.dah.mah.ehl) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

85th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LOE (L.oh.eh)
4. Invoke the Governor **GEDOONS** (Geh.doh.oh.ehn.ehs) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

86th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LOE (L.oh.eh)
4. Invoke the Governor **AMBRIOL** (Amm.bree.oh.ehl) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

87th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZIM (Zod.ee.ehm)
4. Invoke the Governor **GECAOND** (Geh.kah.oh.ehn.deh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

88th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ZIM (Zod.ee.ehm)
4. Invoke the Governor **LAPARIN** (Lah.pah.r.ee.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

89th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZIM (Zod.ee.ehm)
4. Invoke the Governor **DOCEPAX** (Doh.keh.pah.tz) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

90th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr VTA (Veh.tah)
4. Invoke the Governor **TEDOAND** (Teh.doh.ah.n.deh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

91st Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr VTA (Veh.tah)
4. Invoke the Governor **VIVIPOS** (Vee.vee.poh.s) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

92nd Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr VTA (Veh.tah)
4. Invoke the Governor **OOANAMB** (Oh.oh.ah.n.ah.m.beh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

93rd Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr OXO (Oh.tz.oh)
4. Invoke the Governor **TAHAMDO** (Tah.hah.m.doh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

94th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr OXO (Oh.tz.oh)
4. Invoke the Governor **NOCIABI** (Noh.kee.ah.bee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**95th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr OXO (Oh.tz.oh)
4. Invoke the Governor **TASTOXO** (Tah.s.toh.tz.oh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**96th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LEA (L.eh.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor **CUCARPT** (Koo.kah.r.peh.teh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**97th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LEA (L.eh.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor **LAUACON** (Lah.oo.ah.koh.n) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**98th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LEA (L.eh.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor **SOCHIAL** (S.ee.geh.moh.reff.) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**99th Day**
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr TAN (Tah.neh)
4.Invoke the Governor **SIGMORF** (S.ee.geh.moh.reff.) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

100th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TAN (Tah.neh)
4. Invoke the Governor AVDROPT (Ah.veh.dr.oh.peh.teh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

101st Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TAN (Tah.neh)
4. Invoke the Governor TOCARZI (Toh.kah.r.zod.ee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

102nd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZEN (Zod.eh.ehn)
4. Invoke the Governor NABAOMI (Nah.bah.oh.mee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

103rd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZEN (Zod.eh.ehn)
4. Invoke the Governor ZAFASAI (Zod.ah.fah.sah.ee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

104th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZEN (Zod.eh.ehn)
4. Invoke the Governor YALPAMB (Yah.ehl.pah.m.beh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

105th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr POP (Poh.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor **TORZOXI** (Toh.r.zod.oh.tz.ee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

106th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr POP (Poh.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor **ABRIOND** (Ah.bree.oh.n.deh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

107th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr POP (Poh.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor **OMAGRAP** (Oh.mah.grah.peh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

108th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr KHR (Keh.reh)
4. Invoke the Governor **ZILDRON** (Zod.ee.ehl.droh.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

109th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr KHR (Keh.reh)
4. Invoke the Governor **PARZIBA** (Pah.r.zod.ee.bah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

110th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr KHR (Keh.reh)
4. Invoke the Governor **TOTOCAN** (Toh.toh.cah.n) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.
111th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ASP (Ah.ehs.peh)
4.Invoke the Governor **CHIRZPA** (Keh.ee.r.zod.pah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

112th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ASP (Ah.ehs.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor **TOANTOM** (Toh.ah.n.toh.m) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

113th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr ASP (Ah.ehs.peh)
4. Invoke the Governor **VIXPALG** (Vee.tz.pah.eh.geh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

114th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LIN (Lee.ehn)
4. Invoke the Governor **OZIDAIA** (Oh.zod.ee.dah.ee.ah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

115th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LIN (Lee.ehn)
4. Invoke the Governor **PARAOAN** (Pah.rah.oh.ah.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

116th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face South
3. Invoke the **19th Enochian Key** and the Aethyr LIN (Lee.ehn)
4. Invoke the Governor **CALZIRG** (Kah.ehl.zod.ee.r.geh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions,
feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

117th Day
1. Perform the Reforming Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TOR (Toh.reh)
4. Invoke the Governor RONOOMB (Roh.noh.oh.m.beh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

118th Day
1. Perform the Reforming Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TOR (Toh.reh)
4. Invoke the Governor ONIZIMP (Oh.nee.zod.ee.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

119th Day
1. Perform the Reforming Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face South
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr TOR (Toh.reh)
4. Invoke the Governor ZAXANIN (Zod.ah.tz.ah.nee.ehn) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

120th Day
1. Perform the Reforming Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr NIA (Nee.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor ORCANIR (Oh.r.kah.n.eer) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

121st Day
1. Perform the Reforming Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr NIA (Nee.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor CHIALPS (Keh.hee.ah.l.peh.ehs) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

122nd Day
1. Perform the Reforming Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr NIA (Nee.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor SOAGEEL (Soh.ah.geh.eh.l) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

123rd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr UTI (Oo.tee)
4. Invoke the Governor MIRZIND (Meer.zod.ee.ehn.deh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

124th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr UTI (Oo.tee)
4. Invoke the Governor OBVAORS (Oh.beh.vah.oh.r.s) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

125th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr UTI (Oo.tee)
4. Invoke the Governor RANGLAM (Rah.n.glah.m) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

126th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DES (Deh.eh.s)
4. Invoke the Governor POPHAND (Poh.peh.hah.n.d) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

127th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DES (Deh.eh.s)
4. Invoke the Governor NIGRANA (Nee.grah.nah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.
128th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr DES (Deh.eh.s)
4. Invoke the Governor BAZCHIM (Bah.zod.keh.hee.ehm) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

129th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZAA (Zod.ah.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor SAZIAMI (Sah.zod.ee.ah.mee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

130th Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZAA (Zod.ah.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor MATHULA (Mah.teh.hoo.lah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

131st Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr ZAA (Zod.ah.ah)
4. Invoke the Governor ORPANIB (Oh.r.pah.bee.beh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

132nd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr BAG (Bah.geh)
4. Invoke the Governor LABNIXP (Lah.beh.n.ee.tz.peh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

133rd Day
1. Perform the Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th Enochian Key and the Aethyr BAG (Bah.geh)
4. Invoke the Governor **POCISNI** (Poh.kee.ehs.nee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

134th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr BAG (Bah.geh)
4. Invoke the Governor **OXLOPAR** (Oh.tz.loh.pah.r) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

135th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr RII (Ree.ee)
4. Invoke the Governor **VASTRIM** (Vah.s.tree.ehm) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

136th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr RII (Ree.ee)
4. Invoke the Governor **ODRAXTI** (Oh.drah.tz.tee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

137th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face West
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr RII (Ree.ee)
4. Invoke the Governor **GOMZIAM** (Goh.m.zod.ee.ah.ehm) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

138th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face North
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr TEX (Teh.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **TAONGLA** (Tah.oh.n.geh.lah) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.
139th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face North
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr TEX (Teh.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **GEMNIMB** (Geh.m.ehn.ee.ehm.beh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

140th Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face North
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr TEX (Teh.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **ADVORPT** (Ah.deh.voh.r.peh.teh) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

141st Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face North
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr TEX (Teh.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **DOZINAL** (Doh.zod.ee.nah.ehl) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

142nd Day
1. Perform the **Reformed Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram**
2. Face North
3. Invoke the 19th **Enochian Key** and the Aethyr TEX (Teh.tz)
4. Invoke the Governor **LAXDIZI** (Lah.tz.dee.zod.ee) by vibrating his name.
5. Meditate on the invoked force, paying special attention to any impressions, feelings, or information you are given.
6. Record your experience in your ritual diary.

**SOURCES**